Things that increase Rizq
1. Good intentions.
2. "Silla-e-Reham" - Staying in touch with family and relatives and being good towards them.
3. Always saying in a state of "wudhoo".
4. Telling the truth.
5. Not swearing/taking oaths.
6. "Istighfar" - Seeking forgiveness from Allah (SWT).
7. "Good Akhlaq" - good moral/ethics.
8. Not being greedy and being gracious for all the blessings of Allah (SWT).
9. Joining the two namaazes and reciting the "taqeebat".
10. Being present in the mosque at the time of "azhan".
11. Saying namaaz in Jamaat.
12. Being absolutely attentive and humble during namaaz.
13. Being kind to all the forty neighbours on each of the four side of your house.
14. Clipping nails on Thursday.
15. sweeping the main door of the house and keeping it tidy.
16. Having good behaviours with the momineens.
17 Combing your hair.
18. Punctuality.
19. Being trustworthy.
20. Saying the azhan and repeating it while being said.
21. Staying awake in the morning.
22. Giving priority to Allah's (SWT) commands over people's wishes.
23. Must not consider "rizq" (sustenance) to be something insignificant.
24. Giving "sadqa" - alms.
25.Reciting Sura -e- Yaseen in the morning and Sura -e- Waqia at night.
26. Saing namaaz -e-Vitr.
27. Praying for the momineen in their absence.
28. Avoiding futile conversations.
29. Avoiding unchaste actions.
30. Not talking in the toilet.
31. Good handwriting.
32. Being a pleasant speaker .
33. Reciting this one hundred times a day: La illaha illalahul malikul haqul mobeen.
34. Frequently repetition of : Lahawla wa la qoowata illa billahil aliyyil azeem.
35. Praying any outstanding and night prayers.
36.Reciting Sura -e- Tawheed when entering the house.
37. Wearing a finger ring either of "aqeeq" or "firouza" with "lahawla wa la qowwata illa billahil aliyyil azeem" engraved on the stone.
38. Washing hair with the herbs of "sidr" and "khutmi".
39. Saying "Subhan Allah" thirty time daily.
40. Turning on the lights of the house before sunset.
41. Washing hands before and after eating.
Things that reduce "Rizq"
1. Considering namaaz to be insignificant.
2. Being disrespectful with parent.
3. Addressing parents by their names.
4. Walking in front of the aged.
5. Cursing one's own children and praying bad things for them.
6. Breaking ties with relatives.
7. Managing financial affairs without any consideration and prior thought.
8. False swearing.
9. Expressing greed.
10. Having the habit of lying.
11. Turning away the needy.
12. Rushing out of masjid.
13. Going to the market before sunrise.
14. Taking a long time in markets.
15. Buying bread from a "faqeer" beggar.
16. Sleeping a lot.
17. Sleeping naked.
18. Eating while lying down.
19. Keeping the dishes undone (not washing them).
20. Not honouring bread crumbs.
21. Not washing hands before and after eating.
22. Using all kinds of wood for a tooth pick.
23. Biting nails.
24. Combing hair with a broken comb.
25. Being stingy.
26. Lavish the expenditures without a purpose.
27. Eating and drinking in the state of "janabat".
28. Urinating in the shower.
29. Urinating while naked.
30. Shameless behaviour.
31. Not wiping spider webs.
32. Keeping garbage in the rooms.
33. Sleeping while the sun is setting.
34. Listening to music.
35. Sitting at the main door.
36. Eating in an unclean and cracked dish.
37. Sleeping between the time for Namaaz-e-Fajr and sunrise.
38. Wiping the hands and mouth with sleeves.
39. Sweeping the house at night.
40. Leaving the food and drinks uncovered.
41. Having an appearance of a beggar.
42. Not praying for the parents whether they are dead or alive
43. Being severe with the wife in the matters of food and clothing.
44. Being lazy.


Dua'a for RIZQ 
(Sufficient Sustenance)
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Tasbih of Fatima Zehra (sa)
Dua by Imam Mahdi
Recitation of Ayat ”Mashaallahu laa Quwwata illa billah" (Ch. Al-Kahf (18), vs. 39)
"It is as Allah has pleased, there is no power save in Allah."
Recitation of Sura 56 (Waqiyah) after Isha Salat
Reciting All Salat exactly on Time 
Sahifa Sajjadia Supplication when Provision is Stinted
Sahifa Alawia Dua 51 - 57 - 58
After Isha Dua
Success in business
Safeguard against poverty 
For Repayment of debts
Things that increase/decrease "Rizq"New
Other Duas :
DUA'A 58
Who ever recites surah al Falaq time and again receives sustenance regularly.
 
DUA'A 59
Whoever recites AR RAZZAQ 308 times in the morning receives more sustenance than he expects.
 
DUA'A 60
To earn independent income recite regularly surah Ta Ha in the last part of the night.
 
DUA'A 61
According to Imam Muhammad bin Ali al Baqir recite the following du'a' for increase in sustenance.
O Allah, I beseech You for sustenance – abundant, good and lawful-from the “sustenance” You own.
ALLAAHUMMA INNEE AS-ALUKA RIZQAN WAASI-AN T'AYYIBBAN MIN RIZQIKA
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DUA'A 62
Recite the following du-a'a 1000 times at midnight for removal of poverty and increase in sustenance.
Glory be to You, (my) master, the everliving, the self-subsisting, for whom there is no end. 
SUBH'AANAKA MAALIKIL H'AYYIL QAYYOOMIL LAD'EE LAA YAMOOT
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DUA'A 63
For increase in sustenance recite YAA GHANIYYU 1060 times between maghrib and Ishaa prayers
  
DUA'A 64
The Holy Prophet taught the following du-a'a to ahl al safi for increase in sustenance.
O Allah, the Lord of seven (or several) heavens and the Lord of the arash (the seat of divine authority) repay our debts and free us from poverty.
ALLAAHUMMA RABBIS SAMAAWAATIS SABI-I WA RABBAL A'RSHIL A'ZEEM IQZ'I A'NNAD DAYNA WA AGHNINAA MINAL FAQR
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DUA'A 65
Recite the following du-a'a for increase in sustenance
O Allah, (You alone) administer my affairs. Do not let me depend on any other for the direction of my affairs.
ALLAAHUMMA TAWALLA AMREE WA LAA TAWALLA AMREE GHAYRAKA
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DUA'A 66
According to Mulla Muhsin Kashaniif the following du-a'as are recited, as mentioned for every day separately, there will be a noticeable increase in the means of livelihood.  Recite each du-a'a 1000 times.
SATURDAY
O Allah, send blessings on Muhammad and on the children of Muhammad. So be it.
ALLAAHUMMA S'ALLI A'LAA MUHAMMADIN WA AALI MUH'AMMAD AMEEN
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SUNDAY :  
O Lord of the worlds.
YAA RABBAL A'ALAMEEN
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MONDAY : 
O Owner of splendour and generosity.
YAA D'AL JALLAALI WAL IKRAAM
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TUESDAY :
O He who decides definitely regarding wants and needs. 
YAA QAAZ'IYAL H'AAJAAT
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WEDNESDAY :  
O the most merciful of all the merciful.
YAA ARH'AMAR RAAH'IMEEN
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THURSDAY :
O the everliving, the self-subsisting. 
YAA H'AYYU YAA QAYYOOM
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FRIDAY :
There is no god save You, the true and manifest sovereign
LAA ILAAHA ILLAA ANTAL MALIKUL H'AQQUL MUBEEN
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DUA'A 67
Once a very poor man came to Imam Jafar bin Muhammad as Sadiq and told him tht inspite of his best efforts, there was no improvement in his financial matters and he remined poor and deprived.  The Imam advised him to recite a du-a'a after Ishaa prayers regularly.
O Allah, verily I do not know wherefrom I will get my sustenance? Indeed to look for it I lay myself open to possible risks which threaten my heart. I go round in its search to (many) cities. There I (wander) as its seeker. Truly, I do not know whether it is in the plain, or on the mountain, or in the earth, or in the sky, or under the earth or in the sea. From where and through whom it will reach me? At all events, I know, its system (of production and distribution) is in Your power (because) You are, as creator, know all about its (availability, quantity and quality). Through Your grace and mercy it is distributed. O my sustainer give me abundant sustenance, make easy for me its seeking, let its source be near me and let me not in vain run after the sustenance You have not selected for me, because You do not want to punish me whereas I am always in need of Your mercy. Give generously Your superabundant bounties to Your servant, (because) verily You are the owner of limitless gifts.
ALLAAHUMMA INNAHOO LAYSA LEE I'LMUN MIN AYNA RIZQEE WA INNAMAA ANAA AT'LUBUHOO BIKHAT'ARAATIN TAKHT'URU A'LAA QALBEE FA-AJOOLU FEE T'ALABIHIL BULDAANA FA-ANAA FEEMAA ANAA T'AALIBUN KAL-HAYRANI LAA ADREE AFEE SAHLIN HUWA AM FEE JABALIN AM FEE ARZ'IN AM FEE SAMAA-IN AM FEE BARRIN AM FEE BAH'RIN WA A'LAA YADAY MAN WA MIN QIBALI MAN WA QAD A'LMITU ANNA I'LMUHOO I'NDAKA WA ASBAABUHOO BIYADIKA WA ANTALLAD'EE TUQASSIMUHOO BILUT'FIKA WA TUSABBIBUHOO BIRAH'MATIKA ALLAAHUMMA FAS'ALLI A'LAA MUH'MMADIN WA AALI MUHAMMAD YAA RABBI WAJ-AL RIZQAKA LEE WAASI-AN WA MATLABAHOO SAHLAN WA MAA KHAD'AHOO QAREEBAN WA LAA TU-ANNINEE BIT'ALABI MA LAM TUQADDIR FEEHI RIZQAN FA-INNAKA GHANIYYUN A'N AD'AABEE WA ANAA FAQEERUN ILAA RAHMATIKA FASALLI ALAA MUHAMMADIN WA AALIHEE WA JUD A'LAA ABDIKA BIFAZ'LIKA INNAKA D'OOO FAZ'LIN AZEEM.
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DUA'A 68
To receive sustenance in abundance recite the following verse of surah ash sura 66 times daily after obligatory prayer with ALLAAHU AKBAR in the beginning each time.  It is recommended to recite it after Fajr or Maghrib prayers.
Allah is benign to His servants. He gives sustenance to whomsoever He wills. He is strong, all-mighty.
ALLAAHU LATEEFUM BI-IBAADIHEE YARZUQU MAY YASHAAA WA HUWAL QAWIYYUL AZEEZ
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DUA'A 69
Recite the following du-a'a 3 times with salawat at the end after Fajr and Maghrib prayers regularly.
It is said that Allah may give the reciter so much sustenance that it will suffice seven generations.
O Allah, O Allah, O Allah, O Lord, O Lord, O Lord, O everliving, O self-subsisting, O owner of splendour and generosity, I beseech You in the name of Your great “ism azam” to give me sustenance, in abundance, lawful and pure by Your mercy, O the most merciful. 
YAA ALLAAHU YAA ALLAAHU YAA ALLAAHU YAA RABBU YAA RABBU YAA RABB YAA H'AYYU YAA QAYYOOM YAA D'AL JALAALI WAL IKRAM AS-ALUKA BISMIKAL A'Z'EEMIL A'Z'AM AN TARZUQANEE RIZQAN WAASI-A'N H'LAALAN T'AYYIBAN BIRAH'MATIKA YAA ARH'AMAR RAAH'IMEEN
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DUA'A 70
Recite the following du-a'a 7 times with salawat after every obligatory salat for increase in sustenance.
O Lord, verily I have need of what You have sent me of the good. 
RABBI INNEE LIMAAA ANZALTA ILAYYA MIN KHAYRIN FAQEER
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DUA'A 71
For increase in sustenance recite the following du-a'a 144 times with salawat after Isha salawat for 7 days from Friday.
And with Him are the keys (treasures) of the unseen. None but He knows them: and He (alone) knows what is in the land and the sea. Not a leaf falls but He knows it, and there is not a grain in the darkest (recess) of the earth, nor anything wet or dry but is in a clear book. O Everliving, O self-subsisting.
WA I'NDAHOO MAFAATIH'UL GHAYBI LAA YA'LAMUHAAA ILLAA HUW WA YA-LAMU MAA FIL BARRI WAL BAH'R WA MAA TASQUT'U MIW WARAQATIN ILLAA YA-LAMUHAA WA LAA H'ABBATIN FEE Z'ULUMAATIL ARZ'I WA LAA RAT'BIW WA LAA YAABISIN ILLAA FEE KITAABIM MUBEEN YAA H'AYYU YAA QAYYOO
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DUA'A 72
According to Imam Ali ibn abi Talib recitation of the following du-a'a after Fajr salat increases sustenance
  
O my Allah, save my honour and worth by giving one affluence and do not substitute my prosperity with poverty (in which case) I may have to seek sustenance (created by You) from the wicked among Your creatures, and thus be degraded by having to praise those who may give and shrewdly tolerate those who may refuse, (although) it is You who, under all circumstances, administers grants and refusals. Verily You have power over all things.
ALLAAHUMMA S'UN WAJHEE BIL YASAARI WA LAA TUBADDIL JAAHEE BIL IQTAARI FAS-TARZIQA T'AALIBEE RIZQIKA WAS-TA-TIFA SHIRAARA KHALQIKA WAB-TULIYA BIH'AMDI MAN A'-T'AANEE WA UFTAT'ANA BID'AMMI MAN S'ANA -A'NEE WA ANTA MIN WARAA-I D'AALIKA KULLIHEE WALIYYUL A'T'AA-I WAL MAN-I  INNAKA A'LAA KULLI SHAY-IN QADEER
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DUA'A 73
According to Imam Ali ibn Abi Talib recitation of the following du-a'a after Fajr salat increases sustenance.
Praise be to Allah who made me aware of His nafs (reality) and did not forsake me to be one of those whose hearts do not perceive. Praise to be Allah who gave me (wisdom) to follow and obey Muhammad, blessings of Allah be on him and on his children, and also peace. Praise be to Allah who has kept my sustenance in His (own) hand and did not give it to other people (like me) from whom I may have to seek it. Praise be to Allah who covers my defects and shortcomings and does not disclose my infamy among the people. Praise be to Allah, the one and only. 
ALH'AMDU LILLAAHIL LAD'EE A'RRAFNEE NAFSAHOO WA LAM YATRUKNEE U'MYAANAL QALBI ALH'AMDU LILLAAHIL LAD'EE JA-A'LANEE MIN UMMATI MUH'AMMADIN S'ALLALLAAHU A'LAYJI WA AALIHEE WA SALLAM ALH'AMDU LILLAAHIL LAD'EE JA-A'LA RIZQEE FEE YADIHEE WA LAM YAJ-A'LHU FEE AYDIN NAASI ALH'AMDU LILLAAHIL LAD'EE SATARA U'YOOBEE WA LAM  YAFZ'AH'NEE BAYNAN NAASI ALH'AMDU LILLAAHIL LAD'EE WAH'DAHOO
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DUA'A 74
The following du-a'a is taken from Sahifa Alayiyyah by Imam Ali ibn abi Talib.  This du-a'a is to be written, preferably on the skin of a deer or on any skin of a lawfull animal, and kept on the body for increase in sustenance.
O my Allah, (mention the name of the person with father’s name for whom this du-a’a is written) has no capacity, nor he has endurance to come to grips with misfortunes, nor he has endurance to come to grips with misfortunes, nor he has strength to withstand hunger and destitution. O my Allah send blessings on Muhammad and on his children, and do not let his means of sustenance (from You) fluctuate, do not be less generous in giving him from the vastness of Your bounties, do not exclude him from Your generosity, do not keep back from him Your liberal distribution (of bounties); do not give him over to Your liberal distribution (of bounties); do not give him over to Your creatures, nor (even) to himself, because he will not be equal to the task and will be too weak to perform well or set aright that which has gone (wrong) before, but You by Yourself put into good condition the disorder in his business and confusion of affairs and take charge of his welfare, look after all his affairs. If You put Your creatures in charge of (his affairs) they will not serve him, nor hand over (his affairs) to his relatives, they will take possession of (his rights); and if at all they give, they will give that which is less and trifle; and if they refuse to give, they will withhold much; and if they be niggardly they do full justice to niggardliness. O my Allah, give much to him from Your abundant bounties and do not let him be without (Your abundant bounties), because, verily very much in need he turns unto You to seek and obtain that which is in Your hands, whereas You have no need of him, and You are fully aware of his (needs and wants). Whoso relies upon Allah, for him He is sufficient. Verily Allah completes His decisions. Allah has set a due measure for everything. Verily, with every difficulty there is ease. Whosoever is aware of the divine laws (and follows them) to him He shows the true way out and gives him sustenance from where he does not reckon. 
ALLAAHUMMA LAA T'AAQATA LI (name of the person with father's name) WA LAA S'ABRA LAHOO A'LAL BALAAA-I WA LAA QUWWATA LAHOO A'LAL FAQRI WAL FAAQATI ALLAAHUMMA S'ALLI A'LAA MUH'AMMADIN WA AALI MUH'AMMAD WA LAA TAKHTUR A'LAA (name of the person with father's name) RIZQIKA WA LAA TAQTUR A'LAYHI SA-A'TA MAA INDAKA WA LAA TAH'RIMHU FAZ'LAKA WA LAA TAH'SIMHU MIN JAZEELI QASMIKA WA LAA TAKULHU ILAA KHALQIKA WA LAA ILAA NAFSIHEE FAYA-JAZU A'NHAA WA YAZ'-A'FU A'NIL QIYYAAMI FEE MAA YAS'LAHOO MAA QABLAHOO BAL TAFARRADA BILAMMI SHA-THIHEE WA TAWALLAA KIFAAYATAHOO WAN-Z'UR ILAYHI FEE JAMEE-I UMOORIHEE LI-ANNAKA IN WAKKALTAHOO ILAA KHALQIKA LAM YANFA-O'OHU WA IN ALJAATAHOO ILAA AQRIBAA-HEE H'ARAMOOHU WA IN A-T'AWHU A'T'AW QALEELAN NAKIDAN WA IN MANA-O'OHU MANA-O'O  KATHEERAN WA IN BAKHILOO FAHUM LILBUKHLI AHLUN ALLAAHUMMA AGHNI (name of the person with father's name)  MIN FAZ'LIKA WA LAA TAKHLIHEE MINHU FA-INNAHOO MUZ'T'ARRUN ILAYKA FAQEERUN ILAA MAA FEE YADAYKA WA ANTA GHANIYYUN A'NHU WA ANTA BIHEE KHABEERUN A'LEEMUN WA MAN YATAWAKKAL A'LALLAAHI FAHUWA H'ASBUHOO INNALLAAHA BAALIGHU AMRIHEE QAD JA-A'LALLAAHU LIKULLI SHAY-IN QADRAA INNA MA-A'L U'SRI YASRAN INNA MA-A'L USRI YUSRAA WA MAN YATTAQILLAAHA YAJ-A'L U'SRI YUSRAA WA MAN YATTAQILLAAHA YAJ-A'L LAHOO MAKHRAJAN WA YARZUQHU MIN H'AYTHU LAA YAH'TASIB
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DUA'A 75
It is written in Kanzul Maknun, on the authority of the Holy Prophet, if the following du-a'a is recited after praying a 2 rakat salat, it increases sustenance.
O glorious, O lasting survivor, O unique, O generous, I turn to You in the name of Muhammad, Your prophet, the prophet of mercy, (with a request to) send blessings on him and on his children-O messenger of Allah, I turn to Allah through You (He is) Your Lord, my Lord and Lord of everything, (and I beseech Him to) send blessings on Muhammad and on his Ahlul Bayt and give me sustenance generously from the sustenance You own, easy success and abundant livelihood with which I will set aright my disordered business and confusion of my affairs, pay my debts, and support my family.
YAA MAAJIDU YAA WAAJIDU YAA AH'ADU YAA KAREEMU ATAWJJAHU ILAYKA BI-MUH'AMMADIN NABIYYIKA NABIYYAR RAH'MATI S'ALLALLAAHU A'LAYHI WA AALIHEE YAA RASOOLALLAAH INNEE ATAWAJJAHU BIKA ILALLAAHU RABBIKA WA RABBEE WA RABBI KULLI SHAY-IN FA-AS-ALUKA YAA RABBI AN TUS'ALLIYA A'LAA MUH'AMMADIN WA AHLI BAYTIHEE WA AS-ALUKA NAFQATAN KAREEMATAN MIN NAFQATIKA WA FAT-HAN YASEERAA WA RIZQAN WAASI-AN ALUMMU BIHEE SHA-THEE WA AZQ'EE BIHEE DAYNEE WA ASTA-E'ENU BIHEE A'LAA I'YAALEE
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DUA'A 76
For increase in income recite surah Al Waqi-ah 3 times daily after Ishaa salat for 5 weeks continuously.  Begin on any Saturday.  Before reciting the surah recite the following du-a'a every time.
O Allah, give us abundant sustenance, lawful, purified, without subjecting us to extra hardships. Accept my supplication. Do not reject it. I seek refuge with You from the disgrace of poverty and debt, so drive away these misfortunes from me for the sake of Imam Hasan and Imam Husayn, peace be on them, through Your mercy, O the most merciful.
ALLAAHUMMAR-ZUQNAA RIZQAN WAASI-A'N H'ALAALAN T'AYYIBAN MIN GHAYRI KADDIN WASTAJIB DA'WATEE MIN GHAYRI RADDIN WA A-O'OD'U BIKA MIN FAZ'EEH'ATEE BIFAQRIN WA DAYNIN WADFA' A'NNEE HAAD'AYNI BIH'AQQIL IMAAMAYNIS SIBT'AYNI AL H'ASANI WAL H'USAYNI A'LAYHIMAS SALAAMU BIRAH'MATIKA YAA ARH'AMAR RAAHI'IMEEN
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DUA'A 77
It is written in Kanzul Maknun to recite the following du'a'a for increase in sustenance 141 times daily after Isha salat 40 days continuously.  Recite 41 salawats in the beginning and at the end of each recitation.
Whosoever fears (the wrath of) Allah, He will make a way out for him, and provide him with sustenance from where he does not reckon. Allah is sufficient for him who relies on Him. Verily Allah accomplishes His purpose. Allah has indeed prescribed a measure for every thing.
WA MAY YATTAQILLAAHA YAJ-A'L LAHOO MAKHRAJAA WA YARZUQHU MIN H'AYTHU LAA YAHTASIB WA MAY YATAWAKKAL A'LALLAAHI FA HUWA H'ASBUH INNALLAAHA BAALIGHU AMRIH QAD JA-A'LALLAAHU LIKULLI SHAY-IN QADRAA
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DUA'A 78
It is written in Kanzul Maknun to recite the following verse 186 of Al Baqarah between wudu (ablution) and salat for increase in sustenance.
When My servants ask you about Me, then (say to them) verily I am very near; I answer the prayer of the supplicant when he beseeches Me. So they should hear My call, and believe in Me; so that they may be led aright.
WA ID'AA SA-ALAKA I'BAADEE A'NNEE FA-INNEE QAREEB UJEEBU DA-WATAD DAA-I'ID'AA DA -A'ANI FAL-YASTAJEEBOO LEE WAL YOO-MINOO BEE LA-ALLAHUM YARSHUDOON
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DUA'A 79
It is written in Kanzul Maknun to pray a 2 rakat salat and after reciting al Fatihah in every rakat, recite verses 26 and 27 of Ali Imran (given in A) 10 times and after salam say salawat 10 times, go into sajdah and recite verse 35 of Sad (given in B)  10 times for increase in sustenance.
(A)
Say: “O Allah, master of the kingdom, You give kingdom to whom You like, and You take away the kingdom from whom You like. You exalt whom You like and abase whom You like; in Your hand is the good; verily You have power over all things. You cause the night to pass into the day, and You cause the day to pass into the night; You bring forth the dead from the living and You give sustenance to whom You like, without measure.
QULILLAAHUMMA MAALIKAL MULKI TOO-TIL MULKA MAN TASHAAA-U WA TANZI-UL MULKA MIMMAN TASHAAA WA TU-IZZU MAN TASHAAA-U WA TUD'ILLU MAN TASHAAAA BIYADIKAL KHAYR INNKA A'LAA KULLI SHAY-IN QADEER TOOLIJUL LAYLA FIN NAHAARI WA TOOLIJUN NAHAARA FIL LAYL WA TUKHRIJUL H'AYYA MINAL MAYYITI WA TUKHRIJUL MAYYITA MINAL H'AYYI WA TARZUQU MAN TASHAAA-U BIGHAYRI H'ISAAB
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(B)
O (my) Lord, forgive me, and give me such a dominion as no one after me shall have the like. Verily, You are the great bestower. 
RABBIGH-FIR LEE WA HAB LEE MULKAL LAA YAMBAGHEEE LI-AH'ADIM MIM BA-DEE INNAKA ANTAL WAHHAAB
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DUA'A 80
Recite surah ash shams and surah al Layl after Ishaa salat for increase in sustenance.
DUA'A 81
According to Imam Jafar bin Muhammad as Sadiq, to incrase sustenance and have abundant means of livelihood , keep written surah al Hijr in the purse, picket or box. 
DUA'A 82
According to Imam Jafar bin Muhammad as Sadiq, if surah Ali Imran is written with the mixture of saffron and rose water and kept on the body (better to wear as a neclace) poverty goes and sufficiency comes.
DUA'A 83
Recite the following names of Allah twelve thousand times in "one sitting" without talking to any or himself to have a large means of sustenance, wealth and prosperity.
O Mighty, O Self-Sufficient, O Guardian, O He who gives much long periods.
YAA QAWIYYU  YAA GHANIYYU  YA WALIYYU  YAA MALIYYU
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DUA'A 84
In Mulla Muhsin Kashani's opinion the above noted du'a'a 83 should be recited one thousand times daily between Mughrib and Ishaa salats.
DUA'A 85
Some religious scholars add another name YAA WAFIYYU-O in du-a'a 83to be recited 1398 times daily.
DUA'A 86
O drive away poverty and to get sufficient means of sustenance recite the following du-a'a 30 times daily after Fajr salat and also after Maghrib salat
Glory be to Allah the great, and praise (be to Him)
SUBH'AANALLAAHIL A'Z'EEMI WA BIH'AMDIHEE SUBH'AANALLAAHIL A'Z'EEM
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DUA'A 87
Recite the following verse 350 times daily for large means of livelihood
And that the grace is wholly in the hands of Allah to give whomsoever He wills, for Allah is the owner of infinite grace.
WA ANNAL FAZ'LA BIYADILLAAHI YOO-TEEHI MAY YASHAAA WALLAAHU D'UL' FAZ'LIL A'Z'EEM
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DUA'A 88
According to Imam Jafar bin Muhammad as Sadiq recite the following du-a'a 400 times daily for two months to have rizqi akbar (large means of sustenance.
I seek forgiveness from Allah, who is: “There is no god save He, the beneficent, the merciful, the everliving, the self-subsisting, the creator of the heavens and the earth”, from all the offences, injustices and transgressions (I committed to destroy my self)’ and I turn repentant unto Him.
ASTAGHFIRULLAAHAL LADEE LAA ILAAHA ILLAA HUWAR RAHMAANUR RAH'EEMUL H'AYYUL QAYYOOM BADEE-U'S SAMAAWAATI WEAL ARZ' MIN JAMEE-I JURMEE WA Z'ULMEE WA ISRAAFEE A'LAA NAFSEE WA ATOOBU ILAYHI
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DUA'A 89
Recite the following verses 40, 41, 42 of al Baqarah 21 times daily after Fajr salat for 40 days for having rizq akbar (large means of sustenance)
O children of Israel, remember My bounty which I bestowed on you, and fulfill your covenant with Me; I shall fulfill my convenant with you, and fear Me alone. 
And believe in that which I have sent down, verifying that which is with you, and do not be the first to deny it, nor take a mean price in exchange for My signs, and Me alone should you fear. 
Do not mix up truth with falsehood, nor hide the truth while you know (it). 
YAA BANEE ISRAAA-EELAD'-KUROO NI'-MATIYAL LATEEE AN-A'MTU A'LAYKUM WA AWFOO BI-A'HDEEE OOFI BI-A'HDIKUM WA IYYAAYA FARHABOON
WA AAMINOO BIMAAA ANZALTU MUS'ADDIQAL LIMAA MA-A'KUM WA LAA TAKOONOOO AWWALA KAAFIRIM BIH WA LAA TASHTAROO BI AAYAATEE THAMANAN QALEELAA WA IYYAAYA FATTAQOON
WA LAA TALBISUL H'AQQA BIL BAA'TILI WA TAKTUMUL H'AQQA WA ANTUM TA'-LAMOON
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DUA'A 90
Given below is the a'mal to have very large means of sustenance (rizqi akbar)
Have a bath (ghusl) with intention of seeking nearness to Allah for the fulfillment of the legitimate desire of having rizqi akbar
Pray 2 rakat salat with above noted intention
Recite salawat 100 times
With sincere faith and full concentration recite verses 2 and 3 of at Talaq 159 times after Fajr salat regularly for 39 days, preferably from Thursday or Friday (see Talaq 2 and 3 in duaa-77 ) .  On the 40th day recite it 179 times.  The total of 40 days recitation is 6380.  At the end recite salawat 100 times (repeat this amal till your legitimate desires are satisfied)
DUA'A 91
Recite the following du-a'a  70 times every Friday to have rizqi akbar
In the name of Allah, the beneficent, the merciful. O the bestower of benefits, O pardoner, O affectionate, protect me from that which you have forbidden by giving me lawful (sustenance), and keep me safe from disobeying You, let me always obey You, and save me, with Your grace, from others than You, with Your mercy, O the most merciful. 
YAA MUFEEDU YAA GHAFOORU YAA WADOODU  AGHNINEE BIH'ALAALIKA A'N H'ARAAMIKA WA BI T'AA-A'TIKA  A'M MA-S'IYATIKA WA BI FAZ'LIKA A'MMAN SIWAAKA BI RAH'MATIKA YAA ARH'AMAR RAAH'IMEEN
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DUA'A 92
It is written in Tafsir Burhan to recite surah Ya'sin after praying a 2 rakat salat on 3 Thursdays to have wealth and prosperity.
DUA'A 93
Recite the following verses daily to have wealth and honour.
And whoever holds fast to Allah is surely guided to the right path Do not (ever) think that Allah is heedless of what the unjust do. 
If you count the bounties of Allah you will not be able to number them. Verily Allah is oft-forgiving, most merciful. 
Your Lord has commanded that you shall not worship (any) but Him; and do good to the parents. 
A sending down from Him who created the earth and the heavens, and elevated region. 
The beneficent, firm in His authority. 
This is the decree of the almighty, the all-knowing (Lord). 
Then He turned to the heaven, and it was smoke. So He said to it and the earth: “Come you two, willingly or unwilling.” They said: “We come willingly.” 
Be it known that all affairs go back to Allah. 
Whosoever fears (the wrath of) Allah, He will make a way out for him, and provide him with sustenance from where he does not reckon. Allah is sufficient for him who relies on Him. Verily Allah accomplishes His purpose Allah has indeed prescribed a measure for every thing. 
1) WA MAA YA'-TAS'IM BILLAAHI FAQAD HUDIYA ILAA S'IRAAT'IM MUSTAQEEM
2) WA LAA TAH'SABANNALLAAHA GHAAFILAN A'MMAA YA-MALUZ' Z'AALIMOON
3) WA IN TA-U'DDOO NI-MATALLAAHI LAA TUH'S'OOHAA INNALLAAHA LA-GHAFOORUR RAH'EEM
4) WA QAZ'AA RABBUKA ALLAA TA'-BUDOOO ILLAAA IYYAAHU WA BIL WAALIDAYNI IH'SAAN
5) TANZEELAM MIMMAN KHALAQAL ARZ'A WAS SAMAAWAATIL U'LAA
6) AR RAH'MANU A'LAL A'RSHIS-TAWAA
7) D'AALIKA TAQDEERUL A'ZEEZIL A'LEEM
8) THUMMAS-TAWAAA ILAS SAMAAA-I WA HIYA DUKHAANUN FAQAALA LAHAA WA LIL-ARZ'I-TIYAA T'AW-A'N AW KARHAA QAALATAAA ATAYNAA T'AAA-I-E'EN
9) A LAAA ILALLAAHI TAS'EERUL UMOOR
10) WA MAY YATTAQILLAAHA YAJ-A'L LAHOO MAKHRAJAW WA YARZUQHU MIN H'AYTHU LAA YAHTASIB WA MAY YATAWAKKAL A'LALLAAHI FA HUWA H'ASBUH INNALLAAHA BAALIGHU AMRIH QAD JA-A'LALLAAHU LIKULLI SHAY-IN QADRA
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DUA'A 94
It is written in Bihar al Anwar to write the following du'a'a on a paper and keep it in the purse or pocket to have steady income.
In the name of Allah, the beneficent, the merciful. (It is) He (who is) the independent self-sufficient almighty. Daal, has hamza, laam, daal, daal, for his sake.
BISMILLAAHIR RAH'MAANIR RAHEEM HUWAL GHANIYYUL A'ZEEZ DAAL-HAAA-HAMZA-LAAM-DAAL-DAAL-BIHEE
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Dua by Imam Mahdi (atfs)
This dua is taken from a book called Sahifa of the Mahdi and its a tawassul through the 9th Imam.  Shaykh 'Abbas Qummi also in his biography of the 9th Imam (muntahal aamaal) mentions something on these lines that asking Allah (swt) by the 9th Imam for increase in sustenance is a tested and proved method that really works.
 
wa as'alukallahumma bi haqqi waliyyika abi ja'farinil jawaad,
muhammadibni 'aliyyin 'alayhis salaam,
illa judta 'alayya bihi min fadhlik,
wa tafadh-dhalta 'alayya bihi min wus'ik,
maa astaghni bihi 'ammaa fi aydi khalqik,
wa khaassatan ya rabbi li'aamihim
wa baarik lee feehi wa fee ma laka 'indee min ni'amika wa fadhlika wa rizqik.
ilaahi anqata'ar rajaa'u illa mink,
wa khaabatil aamaalu illa feek,
ya dhal jalaali wal ikraam,
as'aluka bihaqqi man haqquhu 'alayka waajibun
an tusalliya 'ala muhammadin wa ahli baytihi
wa an tabsuta 'alayya maa khatartahu min rizqik
wa an tusahhila dhaalika wa tuyassirahu fee khayrin minka wa 'aafiyatin
wa ana fee khaffadhi 'aiyshin wa da'a
ya arhamar rahimeen
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Tasbih of Fatima Zehra (sa)
Once the Prophet's (saw) daughter Fatima Zehra (as) asked the prophet for a helper. The Prophet(saw) advised her to recite the following Tasbih which is now known as Tasbih e Zehra. This Tasbih is usually recited after each prayer.
However it also has great value for solving the problems of Rizq, Sustenance, Business, Job etc. The person should recite the tasbih with the niyat (intention) of seeking rizq (sustenance), before leaving the house ,before commencing business or before starting work at office. 
34 times Allah o Akbar,33 times Alhumdolillah & 33 times Subhanallah 
Inshallah rizq problems can be overcome with this.









SAFEGUARD AGAINST POVERTY

According to the Holy Prophet the following acts suck out, empty and drain even very large means of sustenance and make man poor and destitute.
1) Urinating while standing
2) Sweeping during the night
3) Praying in haste and hurry
4) Performing wuzu in a latrine
5) Wiping face with sleeves or skirt
6) Burning the peels of garlic or onion
7) To hold in contempt or turn the back upon the means of sustenance.
8) Sitting near graves without reason for long periods.
9) Passing through flocks of sheep and other cattle.
10) Cutting nail by the teeth
11) Revelling in greed and avarice
12) Ignoring beggars
13) Not removing spider-webs in the house
14) Eating in the state of (junub) ceremonial impurity
15) Keeping dirt and filth in the house.
16) Swearing false oath
17) Sleeping immediately after sunset and before sunrise
18) Keeping water flowing without reason during the night.
19) Having estranged relations with the relative.
 
  
DUA'A 105
According to the Holy Prophet recitation of istighfar  (ASTAGHFIRULLAAHI WA ATOOBI ILAYEE) 100 times before going to bed, removes poverty.
 
DUA'A 106
According to Imam Jafar bin Muhammad as Sadiq whoever recites surah al Maa-o'on 41 times (100 salat) does not suffer poverty and his children also.
 
DUA'A 107
According to Imam Jagfar bin Muhammad as Sadiq recitation of surah al Qadr 360 times regularly is a very likely safeguard against the assault by proverty.
 
DUA'A 108
It is stated in the Kash al Ghuma and Asmal to recite the following du-a'a 100 times to remove poverty.
LAA ILAAHA ILLAALLAAHUL MALIKUL H'AQQUL MUBEEN
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DUA'A 109
According to the Holy Prophet recitation of the following du-a'a removes poverty.
LA H'AWLA WA LAA QUWWATA ILLAA BILLAAHIL A'LIYYIL A'Z'EEM
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DUA'A 110
Recite the following du-a'a 50 times daily for 20 days, inshallah soon poverty will leave your home. If it is recited 1000 times on any food, the eater of it will become your friend.
YAA ILAAHAL AALIHATIR RAFEE-U'  FEE JALAALIHEE
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DUA'A 111
Recite surah Yasin, after Fajr salat and the following du-a'a of Sahifa Kamilah by Imam Ali bin Husayn Zayn al Abidin to remove poverty
YAA MAN TUH'ALLU BIHI U'QADUL MAKKARIHI WA YAA MAN YUFTHAA-U BIHI H'ADDUSH SHADAAA-IDI WA YAA MAN YULTAMASU MINHUL MAKHRAJU ILAA ROOH'IL FARAJI
D'ALLAT LIQUDRATIKAS' S'I-A'ABU WA TASABBABAT BILUT'FIKAL ASBAABU WA JARAA BIQUDRATIKAL QAZ'AAA-U WA MAZ'AT A'LAA IRAADATIKAL ASHYAAA-U
FAHIYA BIMASHIYYATIKA DOONA QAWLIKA MOO-TAMIRATUN WA BI-IRAADATIKA DOONA NAHYIKA MUNZAJIRATUN
ANTAL MAD-U'WWU LILMUHIMMAATI WA ANTAL MAFZA-U FIL MULIMMAATI LAA YANDAFI-U MINHAA ILLAA MAA DAFA-TA WA LAA YANKASHIFU MINHAA ILLAA MAA KASHAFTA
WA QAD NAZALA BEE YAA RABBI MAA QAD TAKKAADANEE THIQLUHU WA ALAMMA BEE MAA QAD BAHAZ'ANEE H'AMALUHU
WA BIQUDRATIKA AWRADTAHU A'LAYYA WA BISULT'AANIKA WAJIAHTAHU ILAYYA FALAA MUS'DIRA LIMAA AWRADTA WA LAA S'AARIFA LIMAA WAJJAHTA WA LAA FAATIH'A LIMAA AGHLAQTA WA LAA MUGHLIQA LIMAA FATAH'TA WA LAA MUYASSIRA LIMAA A'SSARTA WA LAA NAS'IRA LIMAN KHAD'ALTA
FAS'ALLI A'LAA MUH'AMMADIN WA AALIHEE WAF-TAH'LEE YAA RABBI BAABAL FARAJI BIT'AWLIKA WAK-SIR A'NNEE SULT'AANAL HAMMI BIH'AWLIKA WA ANILNEE H'USSNAN NAZ'ARI FEEMAA SHAKAWTU WA AD'IQNEE HA'LAAWATIS' S'UN-I FEEMAA SA-ALTU WAHAB LEE MIN LADUNKA RAH'MATAN WA FARAJAN HANEE-AN WAJ-A'L LEE MIN I'NDIKA MADHRAJAN WAH'IYYAN WA LAA TASHGHALNEE BIL-IHTIMAAMI A'N TU-A'AHUDI FUROOZ'IKA WAS-TI-MAALI SUNNATIKA FAQAD Z'IQTU LIMAA NAZALA BEE YAA RABBI D'AR-AN WAM-TALAA-TU BIH'AMLI MAA H'ADATHA A'LAYYA H'AMMAN WA ANTAL QAADIRU A'LAA KASHFI MAA MUNEETU BIHI WA DAF-I MAA WAQA-TU FEEHI FAF-A'L BEE D'AALIKA WA IN LAM ASTAWJIBHU MINKA YAA D'AL-A'RSHIL A'Z'EEM
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REPAYMENT OF DEBTS

Dua'a by Imam Sajjad from Sahifa e Kamela

Other duas:
DUA'A 112
Recite the following du-a'a on Friday to have means for repayment of a debt

 
ALLAAHUMMAK-FINEE BI-H'ALAALIKA A'N H'ARAAMIKA WA AGHNINEE BI-FAZ'LIKA A'MMAN SIWAAKA YAA H'AYYU YAA QAYYOOM
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DUA'A 113
According to Imam Ali bin Musa ar Rida, the following du-a'a should be recited after every obligatory salat if one wants one's debts to be repaid.

 
ALLAAHUMMA INNEE AS-ALUKA BIH'AQQI WALIYYIKA MUH'AMMADIBNI A'LIYYIN AN JUD BIHEE A'LAYYA BIFAZ'LIKA WA TAFAZ'Z'AL BIHEE MIN WUS-I'KA WA WASSI-A'LAYYA MIN RIZQIKA WA AGHNINEE BIH'ALAALIKA A'N H'ARAAMIKA WA JA-A'LTAHAA LEE ILAYKA FA-INNAKA LIMAA TASHAA-U QADEER
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DUA'A 114
Once Ma-a'ad bin Sahal a companion of the Holy Prophet, did not come to pray Jumu-a'h salat.  When they met the Holy Prophet asked him :

Ma-a'ad what prevented you from praying the Jumu-ah prayers?

I owe 6 kilogram wheat to Jonah (a jew).  He was sitting at my door to intercept me; so I did not come out of my home.  Ma-ad replied.

"If you want that your debt is repaid, recite verses 26 and 27 of Ali Imran daily.  Whatever the amount of debt is its repayment will arranged.  Inshallah", the Holy Prophet said.

Refer to du-a'a 79 (A) for verses 26 and 27 of Ali Imran.
DUA'A 115
The following du-a'a was taught by Imam Ali ibn abi Talib to one of his companion to have divine assistance in order to be able to repay debts.
 
ALLAAHUMMA INNEE AS-ALUKA YAA LAA ILAAHA ILLAA ANTA BIH'AQQI LAA ILAAHA ILLAA ANTA AN TARH'AMANEE BILAA ILAAHA ILLAA ANTA ALLAAHUMMA INNEE AS-ALUKA BILAA ILAAHA ILLAA ANTA BIH'AQQI LAA ILAAHA ILLAA ANTA AN TARZ'AA A'NNEE BILAA ILAAHA ILLAA ANTA ALLAAHUMMA INNEE AS-ALUKA BILAA ILAAHA ILLAA ANTA BIH'AQQI LAA ILAAHA ILLAA ANTA AN TAGHFIRA LEE BILAA ILAAHA ILLAA ANTA
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DUA'A 116
Recite du-a'a 79 (A) verses 26 & 27 of Ali Imran) for repayment of debts also, as advised by the Holy Prophet.  After the recitation of the above noted verses recite the following.
YAA RAH'MAANAD DUNYAA WAL AAKHIRATI WA RAH'EEMAHUMMA TOO-TEE MINHUMAA MAN TASHAA-U WA TAMNA-U MINHUMAA MAN TASHAA-U S'ALLI A'LAA MUHAMMADIN WA AALIHEE WAQ-Z'I A'NNEE DAYNEE
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DUA'A 117
After wuzu face qiblah and recite the under noted portion of verse 87 of al Anbiya so that you may earn enough money to repay your debits.
LAA ILAAHA ILLAAA ANTA SUBH'AANAKA INNEE KUNTU MINAZ'Z'AALIMEEN
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DUA'A 118
It is written in Kanzul Maknun that the Holy Prophet taught the following du-a'a to a man who along with his large family, was unable to have two square meals a day on account of heavy debts.  He had borrowed but could not pay, and asked to first pray a 2 rakat salat before reciting it.

For the full text of the du-a'a see du-a'a no. 76
DUA'A 119
After midnight pray a 2 rakat salat.  IN the first rakat after al Fatihah recite al Mulk (67) and in the second rak-at after al Fatihah recite Ha Mim (41) and after salam.  Recite the following du-a'a.

 
YAA RABBI QAD NAAMATIL U'YOONU WA GHARABATIN NUJOOMU WA ANTAL H'AYYUL QAYYOOMU LAA TAAKHUD'UKA SINATUN WA LAA NAWM LAN YAKHFAA A'NKA LAYLUN DAAJIN WA LAA ARZ'UN D'AATA MIHAADIN WA LAA BAH'RUN LUJJIYYUN WA LAA Z'ULUMAATUM BA'-Z'UHAA FAWQA BA'-Z'IN YAA SAAMI-A' S'AREEKHAL ABRAARI WA YAA GHIYAATHAL MUSTAGHEETHEENA BIRAH'MATIKA ASTAGHEETHU FAS'ALLI A'LAA MUH'AMMADIN WA AALIHEE WA AQZ'I LEE H'AAJATAN (mention your desire) WA LAA TARUDDANEE KHAAA-IBAN WA LAA MAH'ROOMAN YAA ARH'AMAR RAAH'IMEEN
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DU-A'A 120
It is stated by Shaykh Tusi that once a man came and told Imam Jafar bin Muhammad as Sadiq that he was deep in debt and moreover harassed and persecuted by the ruler.  The Imam instructed him to pray a 2 rakat Salat after Maghrib salat (as mentioned below):

Recite Ayat al Kursi after the recitation of al Fatihah in the first rakat.

In the second rakat after recitation of al Fatihah recite verses 22 to 24 of al Hashr 

After the salam put the holy Quran on the head and recite :

 
BIH'AQQI  HAAD'AL QUR-AANI  WA BIH'AQQI MAN ARSALATAHOO BIHEE WA BIH'AQQI KULLI MOOMINIM MADAH'TAHOO FEEHI WA BIH'AQQIKA A'LAYHIM FALAA AH'ADA A'RAFU BIH'AQQIKA MINKA
Then say each of the following ten times :
BIKA YAA ALLAAH
BIKA YAA MUH'AMMAD
BIKA YAA A'LEE
BIKA YAA FAAT'IMAH
BIKA YAA H'ASAN
BIKA YAA HUSAYN
BIKA YAA A'LEE BIN H'USAYN
BIKA YAA MUH'AMMAD BIN A'LEE
BIKA YAA JA'FAR BIN MUH'AMMAD
BIKA YAA MOOSAA BIN JA'FAR
BIKA YAA A'LEE BIN MOOSAA
BIKA YAA MUH'AMMAD BIN A'LEE
BIKA YAA A'LEE BIN MUH'AMMAD
BIKA YAA H'ASAN BIN A'LEE
BIL H'UJJATIL QAA-IMI A'LAYHIS SALAAM
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Dua'a to be recited after every Sala'at
How to say the prayers 
How to perform the daily prayers
Fajr
Z'uhr
Asr
Maghrib
Isha
AFTER FAJR SALAT
In the Name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful. 
By the Name of Allah and peace of Allah on Mohammed (S.A.W.) and His sacred progeny and I entrust my work unto Allah and verily Allah is all seeing for His creatures. 
"There is no God But You, Glory to You, I was in the dark then We granted him his (Younus (s)) request and redeemed him from the panic and in like manner We redeem the believers". 
Suffices Allah, how good and trustworthy and the prospective crusaders returned (as there has been no fight any longer) with grants and the grace of Allah, sins harm and injury. 
Whatever Allah wishes and there be no might and force except by Allah. Whatever Allah wishes and not whatever the people wish. Suffices the Patron rather than the patronized. Suffices the Creator rather than the creatures. Suffices the Giver rather than the given. Suffices Allah the Patron of Worlds. Suffices the Sufficient from my inception, The Infinite Sufficient suffices Allah, There is no Allah but He. I trust Him and He is the Patron of the Great Empyrean.
fajr
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Recite the following DUA'A (known as the DUA'A of Imam Jafar bin Muhammad al Sadiq) 25 times. 
[O Allah, forgive all believing men and believing women, and all Muslim men and Muslim women.]
[O Allah, I beseech you in the name of rights, Muhammad and his children have with you, to send blessing on Muhammad and on the children of Muhammad and let me see and recognize (the truth), (let me) have deep insight of my religion, certainty in my heart, sincerity in my deeds, well-being of my self, enough livelihood, and let me thank you always till the end of my life.]
It is written Zayn al Muttaqin that the following multi purpose DUA'A was brought by Jibrail to the Holy Prophet and said:
Whoever prays it after Fajar salat and also keeps it on the body as a ta'wid' receives the following benefits:
(i) protection from death by accident; 
(ii) exemption from the questioning by munkar and nakir in the grave;
(iii) relief from the fright of abandonment and melancholy in the grave;
(iv) diseases will be cured;
(v) safe from oppression and exploitation;
(vi) the right gates from the heaven will be thrown open for those who pray this dua'a.
[There is no god save Allah, the glorious, the supreme. There is no god save Allah, the mighty, the oft forgiving. There is no god save Allah, the one, the dominating. There is no god save Allah, the single who has no associate, the only god, we surrender ourselves to his will. There is no god save Allah, Muhammad is the messenger of Allah, Ali is the vicegerent of Allah. Blessing of Allah be on his best creation, the manifestation of his pleasure, Muhammad and all his pure, pious and clean children, on account of your mercy, O the most merciful. Allah is sufficient for us, he is the best supporter, the best master, the best helper.]
Recite surah al Qadr 10 times.
Recite surah Yaa Seen.
Recite Surah al Ikhlaas 100 times.
Dua e Sabah
Dua e Aafiyat
Dua'a E Aalishaan
AFTER ZUHR SALAT
1. Before praying the Z'uhr salat recite the following du-a'a:
In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful. 
There is no god But Allah, the Great, the Clement: there is no god but Allah, the Lord of ‘Arsh (the throne) of Grace; and all praise is for Allah, the Lord of the worlds: O’ Allah I beseech Thee for all that time which is the cause of Thy Mercy, and that which ascertain Thy Forgiveness: and the benefit of every virtue, and safety from every sin: O’ Allah leave not any sin on me but that You forgive it, and any affliction but that You remove it, and any illness but that You heal it, and any defect but that You conceal it, and any subsistence but that You increase it, and any fear but that You protect (me) from it; and any evil but that You repel it, an any of my need in which is Thy pleasure and which is beneficial for me, but that You grant it; O’ that Most Merciful, grant me my supplication, O’ the Lord of the Worlds.
zuhr
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Transliteration
Bismilla hir rahma nir rahim
laa ilaha ilal-lahool azimool-halim. laa ilaha ilal-laho rabbool arshil-karim. val-hamdo lil-lahe rabbil alameen, allahoomma inni as aloka moojebate rahmateka wa azaa eme maghfirateka val-ghanimata min koolle barrin vassaalamata min koole ismin allahoomma la tadali zamban illa ghafartahoo wa la karban illa kashaftahoo wa la hamman ila ferrajj-tahoo wa laa soqman illa shafai-tahoo wa la'aiban illa satartahoo wa la rizqan illa basattahoo wa la khavfan illa sarraftahoo wa la hajatan heya laka rezan valeya feeha salahoon illa qazaitaha ya arhamar-rahemeen aameen ya rabbal alameen
2. After salaam recite tasbih' of Fatimah Zahrah. 

[Allah is the greatest] 34 times
[Praise be to Allah] 33 times
[Glory be to Allah] 33 times
[There is no god save Allah] Once
Recite:
3. [There is no god save ALLAH, the greatest, the loving. There is no god save ALLAH, the Lord of the exalted arsh. Praise be to ALLAH, the lord of the worlds. O Allah, I beseech you for that which brings forth Your mercy and for Your intention of forgiveness, and for safety from all sins. O Allah let there not be a single sins, not forgiven, not a worry, not dispersed, not a disease, that has not been healed, not a fault, that has not been concealed, let there be no livelihood that has not been multiplied, nor fear that has not been dispelled, no evil that has noe been turned away, and (let there be) no desire, which You approve, and benefits me, that has not been satisfied, O the most merciful of all the merciful. So be it, O lord of the worlds.] 
4. [I take refuge with Allah, I rely upon Allah, I confide my affairs to Allah.]
5. [O Allah, may be my transgressions are remarkably large and notable, but you are almighty, and my short comings are considerably extraordinary, but You are supreme, and avarice (desire for more and more favours) is insatiable, but you are the owner of superabundant bounties who gives out freely at will. O Allah forgive my a great many lapses in the name of your most liberal leniency and my thousands of shortcomings through you oft-forgiving and overlooking kindness, and gratify my greed for Your bounties through Your liberal generosity. O Allah whatever advantages I have are from You - there is no god save You. I ask for your forgiveness and I turned repentant unto you.] 
6. [O Allah, grant me perfect and effective faith, a tongue always praising (You), a heart full of (Your) awe and fear, a body restraining desires, useful knowledge, enough means of sustenance, and send blessings on Muhammad and on all his children, through Your mercy, O the most merciful.]
7. Recite salawat 100 times:
[Blessings of Allah be on Muhammad on he children of Muhammad.]
i. You will never have to take loans, even if there is a debt you owe to anyone you will get enough funds to repay it.
ii. Your belief in Allah shall not only remain intact but also grow from strength to strength.
iii. You will be able to fulfill your duties and obligations concerning the bounties if Allah has given you sustenance rizq akbar in large quantity in this world.
8. Recite Surah al Nab-a.
AFTER ASR SALAT
1. After salam recite tasbih' Fatimah Zahra.
[Allah is the greatest] 34 times
[Praise be to Allah] 33 times
[Glory be to Allah] 33 times
[There is no god save Allah] Once
In the Name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful. O Allah, I beg to be protected from unquenching ego and from an unfearing heart (not fearing God) and from an unyielding knowledge and from an untranscending prayer and from an inaudible prayer (ungrantable request). 
O Allah, I beg You restoration after affliction, relief after grief, relaxation after constriction. My Lord, whatever talents I have got, it is but from You. There is no god but You. I beg Your pardon and seek atonement.
asr
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2. [I ask forgiveness of Allah, (who is) "There is no god save He," everliving, eternal, beneficent, merciful, owner of might and majesty. I beseech Him to accept my repentance, the repentance of a servant-insignificant, submissive, destitute, needy, worried and helpless seeking protection, who, on his own, neither can win nor lose, nor die, nor live, nor come to life again. O Allah, I run away (unto you) from an insatiable self, unremorseful heart, useless intelligence, unaccorded prayer, and unfulfilled request. O Allah I beseech You for ease in the wake of distress, joy after sorrow, comfort coming after hardship. O Allah whatever facility have in from You. There is no god save You. I ask for your forgiveness and I turn repentant unto you.]
3. [O Allah, I ask you to make me do pious deeds, and that which is lawful, prevent me from ding that which is forbidden, let me do that which is good; protect us have pity on us, admit us to your mercy, and cause us to die without ever having been seduced to evil, by your mercy, O the most merciful.] 
4. Recite 100 times:
[I ask forgiveness of Allah.]
i. Your sins will be forgiven.
ii. Your sustenance will be increased.
iii. Your prayers and invocations will be accepted.
5. Recite Surah al A's'r.
6. Recite Surah al Qadr 10 times.
AFTER MAGHRIB SALAT
1. Recite tasbih' of Fatimah Zahra.

[Allah is the greatest] 34 times
[Praise be to Allah] 33 times
[Glory be to Allah] 33 times
[There is no god save Allah] Once
In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful. 
O’ Allah I beseech Thee for the causes of Thy Mercy; the rights of Thy pardon; Safety from every sin; 
the benefit from virtue: Salvation from (Hell) Fire and every Calamity; achievement of the Paradise and (Thy) Pleasure in the abode of peace; and the proximity of Thy Prophet Mohammed and his (purified) progeny-peace be on all of them. 
O’ Allah! Whatever bounties we have, all are from Thee: there is no deity except Thee; I beseech Thy forgiveness and turn unto Thee.
magrib
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Transliteration
Bismilla hir rahman nir rahim
Allahooma ini as’aluka moojebatin rahmateka wa azaa-ima maghfirateka wal najaata minal naare wamin koole bali-yatin wal fawza bil-janatin wal-rizwaana fi’ daaris-salaami wa jawaari nabi-yeka muhammadin alaihi wa aalihi ‘ salaamu alaahuma ma-bena min ne’matin faminka laa ilaha illa anta astaghfirooka wa atooba ilaika.
2. [Verily Allah and His angels send blessings on the prophet. O you 
who believe send blessings on him and from the depth of heart say peace be on him. O Allah send blessings on the prophet Muhammad and on his progeny and on his children.]

3. Recite 7 times: 
[In the name of Allah, the beneficent, the merciful, and there is no stratagem and no power save with Allah, the supreme almighty.]

4. Recite 3 times: 
[Praise be to Allah who does that which He wills. And He who is other than He cannot do what he wants.] 

5. Recite: 
[O Allah, I beseech for that which is required to get Your mercy, for your promise of protection and pardon concerning all transgressions and plenty in repayment of good deeds (done by me) and safety from the (punishment of) fire and from all misfortunes, gift of paradise, and (Your) pleasure there, nearness to your prophet, Muhammad, peace be on him and on his children. O Allah, all the bounties we have are from you. There is no god save You, I seek your protection, and I turn repentant unto you.]

6. [O Allah, draw me out from the hell safe and sound, allow me to enter the paradise in peace and (Your) protection, cause us to die as muslims, and join us with the pious, send blessings on Muhammad and on all his children through Your generosity and mercy. O the most merciful.]

7. [There is no god save Allah.]
i. You will remain safe from the temptations of sinning.
ii. Allah will be pleased with you.
iii. You shall be kept safe from the ordeals every human being faces in the grave.

8. Recite Surah al Waaqi-a'h. 
AFTER ISHA 
2. Then recite :
 In the Name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful. O Allah, I beg to request You that I have no knowledge of the estuaries of my provisions and I no doubt seek it because of the uncertainties springing in my heart so I hustle about in the cities in seeking it. I be therein like a confounded seeker, not knowing either it is in plains or is it in mountains, either in the land or in the rivers, yonder anyone or before anyone, and I do know that You have its knowledge, its means at Your hands and You are the one awarding it by Your favor and executing it by Your favor. O Allah, peace be on Hazrat Mohammed (S.A.W.) and his sacred progeny, and favor me, O Lord, ever magnifying provisions, its seeking easier and its attainment nearer, and not strain me from tapping sources having no provisions therein for me. And You are over and above straining me, and I a beggar of Your favor, and peace be on Mohammed (S.A.W.) and his sacred progeny, and ameliorate me by Your favors. Verily You have abundant favors.
isha
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DUA 2 
Transliteration: 
Bismilla hir rahma nir rahim 
A'ooza be'izzatil-lahe wa a'oozo be-qoodaratil-lahe wa a'oozo be-magh-firatil-lahe wa a'oozo be-rahmatil-lahe, wa a'oozo be-sooltanil-lahil-lazi-hova ala koolle shai'in qadeer. Wa a'o-ozo be - karamil-lahe wa a'ooze be jamillahes min sharre koolle jabbarin aneedin wa shaitanin mareed koolle-jabbarin aneedin wa shaitanin mareed, koolle mookh-talin wa sare-qin wa arezin, wa min sharris saam-mate val-haam-mate val-aam mate, wa min sharre koolle daab-batin saghiratin av kabiratin be lailin wa naharin, wa min sharre foossaquil-arabe val-aajame wa foojjarehim, wa min sharre fasaqatit jinne val-inse, wa min sharre koolle daab-batin anta aakhizoon benasiyateha inna rabbi ala siratim moostaqeem 
In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful. 
I seek protection with the Honour of Allah; I seek protection with the Might of Allah: I seek protection with the forgiveness of Allah I seek protection with the mercy of Allah: I seek protection with the Authority of Allah who is All Powerful over everything: I seek protection with the Grace of Allah: and I seek protection with All-Prevalent Allah from the evil of every insolent tyrant and the despised Devil, every Killer, thief and every one approaching (to harm); and from the evil of poisonous (animals), Vermin’s and those causing in-jury; and from the evil of every animal, whether small or big, by night and by day; and from the evil of the transgressors of Arabs and non-Arabs; and of loose-conduct from among them; and from the evil of the transgressors from among the genil and men; and from the evil of every animal Thou  
takest by its fore-lock: indeed my Lord is on the right path.
His Supplication when his Provision was Stinted 
(Supplication - 29)
O God,
Thou hast tried us with
distrust in our provisions
and the expectation of long lives,
until we begged for provisions
from those who are provided
and craved in our expectations
the life-spans of the long-lived!

So bless Muhammad and his Household,
give us a true certainty
that will suffice us the burden of seeking,
and inspire us with a sincere trust
that will release us from the hardship of exertion!

Let Thy clear promise in Thy Revelation
which Thou hast followed in Thy Book with Thy oath
cut off our worry
about the provision for which
Thou hast made Thyself responsible
and sever our occupation
with everything
whose sufficiency Thou hast guaranteed!

For Thou hast said
- and Thy word is the most truthful truth -
and Thou hast sworn
- and Thy oath is the most kept and fulfilled -
In the heaven are your provision and everything you are promised!

And then Thou hast said,
So by the Lord of heaven and earth,
it is as surely true as that you have speech!
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Translitration
WA KAANA MIN DUA'AA-IHEE A'LAY-HIS-SALAAMU ID'AA QUT-TIRA A'LAY-HIR-RIZ-Q
AL-LAAHUM-MA IN-NAKA ABTALAY-TANAA 
FEEE AR-ZAAQINAA BISOOO-IZ'-Z'AN
WA FEEE AAAJAALINAA BIT'OOLIL-AMAL
H'T-TAAL-TAMAS-NAAA AR-ZAAQAKA MIN I'NDIL-MAR-ZOOQEEN
WA T'AMIA'-NAA BIAAMAALINAA FEEE AA'-MAARIL-MUA'M-MAREEN
FAS'AL-LI A'LAA MUH'AM-MADIW-WA AAALIH
WA HAB LANAA YAQEENANA S'AADIQANA TAK-FEENAA BIHEE MIM-MA-OONATIT'-T'ALAB
WA AL-HIM-NAA THIQATAN KHAALIS'ATAN TUA'-FEENAA BIHAA MIN SHID-DATIN-NAS'AB
WAJ-A'L MAA S'AR-RAH'-TA BIHEE MIN I'DATIKA FEE WAH'-YIKA WA AT-BAA'-TAHOO MIN QASAMIKA FEE KITAABIK
QAAT'IA'L-LIAH-TIMAAMINAA BIR-RIZ-QIL-LAD'EE TAKAF-FAL-TA BIH
WA H'AS-MAL-LILIASH-TIGHAALI BIMAA Z''AMINTAL-KIFAAYATA LAH
FAQUL-TA WA QAW-LUKAL-H'AQ-QUL-AS'-DAQ
WA AQ-SAM-TA WAQASAMUKAL-ABAR-RUL-AW-FAA: 
(WAFEES-SAMAAA-I RIZ-QUKUM WA MAA TOOA'DOON). THUM-MA QUL-TA:
(FAWARAB-BIS-SAMAAA-I WAL-AR-Z''I IN-NAHOO LAH'AQ-QU MITH-LA MAAA AN-NAKUM TANT'IQOON)
Al-Sahifa e Alaviya 
Supplication 51 
(His supplication when the sustenance was scarce)
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In the name of Allah the Beneficent the Merciful.
O Allah! So and so son of son and so does not have the strength to bear the calamities nor to endure poverty. O Allah send blessing on Mohammad and his progeny and do not cut down my sustenance and do not curtain Your obligations on him. Do not make him away from Your grace, do not make him unsuccessful from Your uncountable bounties. 
Do not entrust him upon Your creatures nor leave him upon himself because he will not be able to take care of himself on the contrary You Yourself ward off the troubles which are encircling him. You only guide him, be attentive on all his transactions, because if You entrust him upon Your creatures, they would not be able to benefit him, and if You leave him with his friends then they will not give him his due and if they ever give it will be very little and less and if they will not give it will be nothing at all. And if they behave miserly then I will be affected. 
O Allah! Make so and so son of so and so self-sufficient by Your grace and do not neglect him because he is restless in Your presence, and he is fully dependent on the things which is in Your power, and are You unaware? You are fully aware and knowing it. 
And whoever relies on Allah then it is sufficient for him without any doubt Allah will fulfill his desires. Allah has appointed a fix turn for everyone. Surely every trouble is accompanied by weakness, and whoever fears Allah, then Allah makes a way for him and he gets from a place when he has never thought it.
 Al-Sahifa e Alaviya 
Supplication 57 
(His supplication in seeking protection from the enemies)
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In the name of Allah the Beneficent the Merciful.
O Allah! Grant me wealth and save my honour, don't make me dependent and degrade me that I seek sustenance from those whom You sustain. Or I divert my hopes from Your mischievous creatures and praise them and I am tested by these things. Although You are far greater and above such things. Surely You have power over everything
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Al-Sahifa e Alaviya 
Supplication 58 
(His supplication for seeking sustenance (to be reading every morning after morning prayers))
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In the name of Allah the Beneficent the Merciful.
Praise is for Allah who gave me the power to recognize myself and have not blinded my heart. Praise is for Allah who included me in the nation of Mohammed, peace of Allah be on Mohammad and his pure progeny. Praise be to Allah who has kept my sustenance in His Power and not left it in others control. Praise is for Allah who has concealed my defects and has not degraded me in front of others. Praise is for Allah the unique
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Success in business safety in commercial dealings

DUA'A 95
progress siness. in buRecite verse 29 of al Fatir and verse 14 of Ali Imran daily for more profits and 
YARJOONA TIJAARATAL LAN TABOOR ZUYYINA LINNAASI H'UBBUSH SHAHAWAATI
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DUA'A 96
At the time of opening the shop, store, or business premises recite the following du-a'a
ALLAAHUMMA INNEE AS-ALUKA MIN KHAYRIHAA WA KHAYRI AHLIHAA WA A-O'OD'U BIKA MIN SHARRIHAAWA SHAARI AHLIHAA
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DUA'A 97
It is written in Bahar al Anwar to war round the arm surah al Hijr written with saffron mixed in water for promotion and progress in business.
 
 

DUA'A 98
It written in the Bahar al Anwar to keep the following du-a'a written on the hide of a lion on the body for increase in the trade and profits. 
YAAA AYYUHAL INSAANU MAA GHARRAKA BIRABBIKAL KAREEM
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DUA'A 99
According to Imam Muhammad bin Ali al Baqir if a trader or businessman while going to the market place recite the following du-a'a an angel, specially appointed by the Lord, takes care of him, looks after his merchandise, protects him from the mischief of those who come there and makes them deal with his honestly and fairly.
ALLAAHUMMA INNEE AS-ALUKA MIN KHAYRIHAA WA KHAYRI AHLIHAA
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DUA'A 100
Whoever recites the following du'a'a while sitting his place of business or trade, an angel appointed by the Lord says :
Today you will have a lion's share in the (turnover of the) business.  You did not hesitate to do good nor thought twice to avoid evil.  Very soon the rewards you have rightly earned are coming.
ASH-HADU AL LAA ILAAHA ILLALLAAHU WAH'DAHOO LAA SHAREEKA LAHOO WA ASH-HADU ANNA MUH'AMMADAN S'ALLALLAAHU A'LAYHI WA AALIHEE A'BDUHOO WA RASOOLUHOO ALLAAHUMAMA INNEE AS-ALUKA MIN FAZ'LIKA RIZQAN H'ALAALAN T'AYYIBAN WA A-O'OD'U BIKA MIN AN AZ'LIMA AW UZ'LAMA WA A-O'OD'UBIKA MIN S'AFQATIN KHAASIRATIN WA YAMEENIN KAAD'IBATIN 
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DUA'A 101
According to Imam Jafar bin Muhammad as Sadiq, while making purchases, one should say Allahu Akbar and recite the following du-a'a
ALLAAHUMMA INISH-TARAYTUHOO ALTAMISU FEEHI KHAYRIKA FAJ-A'L KHAYRAA ALLAAHUMMA INISH TARAYTUHOO ALTAMISU FEEHI MIN FAZ'LIKA FAJ-A'L LEE FEEHI RIZQAN FAZ'LAA ALLAAHUMMA INISH-TARAYTUHOO ALTAMISU FEEHI MIR RIZQIKA FAJ-A'L FEEHI RIZQAA
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DUA'A 102
According to Imam Jafar bin Muhammad as Sadiq, he who buys should recite the following du-a'a thrice.
YAA H'AYYU YAA QAYYOOMU YAA DAA-IMU YAA RA-OOFU YAA RA'HEEM AS-ALUKA BI-I'ZZATIKA WA QUDRATIKA WA MAA AH'AAT'A BIHEE I'LMUKA AN TAQSIMA LEE MINAT-TIJAARATIL YAWMA A-'Z'AMAHAA RIZQAN WA AWSA-A'HAA RAZ'LAN WA KHAYRAHAA A'AQIBATAN FA-INNAHOO LAA KHAYRA FEEMAA LAA A'AQIRATA LAHOO 
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DUA'A 103
It is stated in Fiqar Ridha that while storing anything duly packed one should recite Ayatul Kursi and the following verses - 9 of Yasin and 129 of Bara--at
WA JA-A'LNAA MIM BAYNI AYDEEHIM SADDAW WA MIN KHALFIHIM SADDAN FA-AGHSHAYNAAHUM FAHUM LAA YUBS'IROON
LAA Z'AY-A'TA A'LAA MAA H'AFIZ'AHULLAAHU FA-IN TAWALLAW FAQUL H'ASBIYALLAAH LAAA ILAAHA ILLAA HUW A'LAYHI TAWAKKALTU WA HUWA RABBUL ARSHIL A'Z'EEM
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DUA'A 104
It is stated in the Bahar al Anwar that for the safety of the goods and merchandise kept in a store keep written text of surah al Khaf there
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